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Mary Bue presents Apple in the Ocean
“With a name like Mary Elizabeth and a reputation for playing piano, one might expect a more demure 
presence than Mary Bue brings to the stage.  At once soothing, spunky, cathartic and full of vigor, when Mary 
appears behind the keys or guitar, her energy radiates to the back of any house.  Since 1998, at age 17, Mary 
has been writing songs and taking them on the road – to 38 states, and counting.  Now entering her thirties, 
she has honed a sound that earns the “emotional sucker-punch” an early reviewer felt upon hearing her songs.
 
“Mary’s fourth studio album, Apple in the Ocean,  was recorded at an old cathedral turned music studio in 
her home base of Duluth, Minnesota and funded successfully with the help of Kickstarter.  It drifts on a 
platform of piano; rises and swells like waves.  Her voice is perhaps the apple: bobbing along, bouncing off the  
vaulted ceilings like the heavenly creature many would say that she is.  Standouts like ‘Beeswax’ pick up the 
pace with a steady hi-hat backdrop and brilliant lyricism, while others like ‘Little Bird’ (featuring fellow 
Duluthian Charlie Parr) settle into a folk-lilt that is a nice contrast to the more up-beat pop tunes.  Rife with 
metaphor and masterful melodies, “Apple in the Ocean” is well worth the five-year wait. 

“Mary describes her own work as ‘the retellings of adventures, mishaps, and pains-in-the-ass.’  Which is 
simply to say that through her experiences touring the country, studying yoga from 2008 to 2011 in Seattle, 
attaining a Bachelor’s degree in psychology and falling in and out of love, she has a lot of wisdom to retell.  
The songs are a map she has drawn through the depths of the ocean of human experience; and even though 
the lyrics are often pulled from secret, dark places, Mary’s presence is a positive one, full of laughter and 
light.”  - Amy Clark,  KAXE

What the critics are saying about Mary Bue: 

 “If intimacy intrigues you and makes you into a skittish peeping tom,  then be sure to catch Bue and her 
next performance” - Alan Sparhawk of Low,  The Ripsaw News

“Often compared to Sarah McLachlan’s, Bue's songs have more weight, and more grit mixed in with the 
ethereal wisps ... she lets her voice strain, swelling quickly to an intensity that overwhelms her aggressive 
piano work. It's intimate yet intimidating, and Bue makes it work.” - Michael L. Walsh,  City Pages,  
reviewing  Boat With No Oars

“Mary sings in a marvelously sultry and cool voice over a fusion of classical,  folk, and ambient piano 
music.  She began turing heads here at home (Providence, RI) and throughout the country.” - Bob Gulla,  
Providence Phoenix

“Altogether,  it’s some great weekend-breakfast-making-music,  like you’ve woken up mid-morning on an 
overcast Sunday on Lake Superior by the sound of muted music,  and as you wander downstairs you find 
ms. Bue,  seated at the creaky piano in the parlor,  just playing for herself.” - Steve McPhearson, Pulse, 
reviewing East to the Sea 

“This 19 year old Duluth songwriter possesses an uncommon gift for singing her soul and is already an 
accomplished pianist with a knack for dynamics and feel that players twice her age never master.” - Jim 
Walsh,  Pioneer Press,  2001,  reviewing Bue’s debut cd Where the Monarchs Circled

“When the show ended and she was leaning against the stage,  zipping up her boots,  I had the urge to run 
up,  hug her and then immediately beg her to sing the soundtrack of my life.  Mary Bue’s an amazing,  
must-see talent,  and by far,  one of the sweetest voices I’ve heard live in years.”  - Zosia Blue from 
howwastheshow.com 

* marybue.com * facebook.com/marybuemusic * 
twitter.com/marybuemusic * marybue.bandcamp.com * reverbnation.com/marybue*

Apple in the Ocean
1. Mummies* 
2. Savasana bliss 3:44
3. Beeswax 4:10* 
4. Cosmopolitan 3:15* 
5. Valentine 3:57
6. Dentistry 3:53
7. Strange Divide 4:08
8. 8 Feet of Snow 2:31
9. Apple in the Ocean 5:59
10. Little Bird w/ Charlie Parr 4:03*
11. Maps and Calendars 4:32
Recommended tracks:  
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